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Abstract: In the year 1845, Ireland’s potato crop was struck by a devastating disease. The
potato disease that killed Ireland’s crop caused devastation for seven long years and led to mass
starvation and emigration from the country. The cause of the potato destruction was a funguslike plant pathogen later named Phytophthora infestans (DeBary 1876). There are several
theories about the origin of the disease and the source of the 19th century outbreaks. We use
historical documents contemporary to that time to investigate spatial information that might
inform these mysteries. We present methodologies for automatically extracting information from
these voluminous data sources. We identify and map geographic locations that are proximate
in the text to key terms related to potato blight. Data sources include agricultural documents
with extensive discussions of crop yields and failures, seed export and import, and weather
conditions, along with location names. We apply natural language processing tools to automate
text mining of the data within narrative passages. Specifically, we used text analytics tools from
the Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK) and location name extraction from Berico’s CLAVIN
geoparser. We couple these to mine the relationships between locations and reports of potato
disease. Results are displayed in an interactive Web mapping tool for users to spatially explore
the pertinent data for trends in the emergence of 19th century late blight.
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1. Introduction
The movement of plant pathogens into new geographic areas is a major factor in the emergence of novel virulent lineages that threaten food security. A tragic example of a food crisis
occurred in Ireland 1845 when potatoes, a diet mainstay at that time, were struck by a devastating plant disease that plagued the country for seven years and resulted in mass starvation
known as the Irish Potato Famine (Bourke 1964). In fact, initial disease outbreak in potatoes
occurred two years earlier in 1843 in the US. The cause of the potato destruction, was later
identified as a plant pathogen, named Phytophthora infestans (P. infestans) by DeBary 1876,
commonly referred to as ’late blight’. A yet unresolved question is the geographic origin and
patterns of spread of the disease for the 19th-century US and European outbreaks and the
means by which it spread. For example, it may have come from potato seed tubers imported
from Mexico or infested fertilizer from Chile.
Several maps that contain putative information about the spread have been created (Bourke
1964; Yoshida et al. 2013, Birch and Cooke 2013). However, these map provides only a tentative
visual of the location of the disease in the years 1844 and 1845 and the direction of spread and
they are based on manual interpretation of published reports or tracking of genetic lineages. It
is important to develop more sophisticated methods to track emerging plant disease outbreaks,
methods that combine both unstructured metadata and genotyping so that systems can be
deployed more rapidly to monitor current plant diseases from various data sources. It is known
that the disease was first introduced into the US around the ports of New York and Philadelphia.
However, the source of the infected potatoes is still widely debated with some suggesting an
Andean origin while others suggesting a Mexican source (Gomez-Alpizar et al. 2007, Goss et al.
2014, Martin et al. 2015).
Documents archives containing agricultural reports and news articles from that time can
help to answer these questions. The volume of data necessitates data mining techniques to
filter the texts for potentially relevant information. The documents are narratives, not easily
machine-readable structured tabular data. Hence, natural language processing tools are needed
to extract information from these documents. The questions of disease origin and spread are
spatial, so GIS plays a central role in this investigation. In this paper, we develop a foundation
for answering questions about disease origin and spread based on unstructured documents.
Our goal is to identify patterns related to various disease-related parameters, including the
geographic place names in the text. We use open source software tools to extract geo-related
terms and other useful relationships in historic documents and we generate interactive maps
based on the results.
To learn more about the agricultural conditions, we need documents contemporary to the
time with a focus on crops. With this in mind, we selected our main datasets. The annual US
Patent Office Reports 1841-1850 are specifically targeted for their content discussing agricultural
current events and commerce in the US in the 1840s (US Patent Office 1841-1850). In this period
(prior to the formation of the US Department of Agriculture), detailed agricultural reports were
part of the US Patent Office reports. These documents contain over 6,000 pages of information
about the nature, cause, and spread of the disease. The conversations around potato agriculture
in the US at that time are of particular interest since the disease appeaedr there two year prior
to the European breakout. A secondary dataset, the Google Books Corpus (Jean-Baptiste and
et. al. 2011), containing millions of books written over hundreds of years provides some context
for our patent corpus with a broader view of literature.
The tools we used for our work reside loosely in four categories, text cleaning and searching,
natural language processing, geoparsing, and GIS:
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• Text cleaning and searching. We used the Python ’PDFMiner’ and ’re’ (regular expression)
module and modified Peter Norvig’s Python spelling corrector module. PDFminer module can
be used to export Portable Document Format (PDF) documents to ASCII text files. The re
module can be used to search for substring patterns in text.
• Natural language processing. We used the Python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
and the Google Ngram Viewer. NLTK is a highly-developed well-documented Python library
for working with human language data. Google Ngram Viewer, a powerful online search engine
that charts frequencies of words. N-grams are contiguous substrings of length n (E.g., for search
phrase, potato rot, N=2, and the term potato not followed by rot, would not be selected).
• Geoparsing. We used CLAVIN and GazeGIS. Geoparsing is the process of identifying and
assigning a geographic coordinate to toponym instances in unstructured text (i.e., text, such
as our agricultural narratives, that is not structured in any predictable format). Geoparsing
uses a gazetteer (a dictionary of place names) and entity extraction to automatically detect
place names. Then it uses a set of heuristics to resolve the location of non-unique place names
based on the context of the surrounding passage. We used the open source geoparser, CLAVIN.
(Greenbacker 2013). GazeGIS (Tateosian et al. 2017), a software program that combines geoparsing and web mapping to extract and map location names from texts, provides a graphical
user interface for geoparsing.
• Mapping. We used Google Maps, Google Visualization API, and Google Sheets to create
interactive maps of the data.
In the upcoming section, we explain how we use these tools to explore our data. Then we
present and discuss our results before we conclude with plans for future work.

2. Methodology

Figure 1: Overview of the methodology.

Fig. 1 provides an overview of our methodology with the deliverables from this process
labeled 1-5. First, to perform machine analysis of the patent reports, we need to preprocess
the documents to make them suitable for machine processing. Then, deliverables 1 and 2
summarize pertinent characteristics of the patent document dataset and the Google Book corpus
respectively. Our third line of investigation is informed by deliverable 3, a list of terms related
to the topic of potato disease. This feeds the main thrust of our work, which searches for key
terms, and then identifies and maps geographic terms within these search results. The following
subsections step through the workflow with details of the methodology.
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2.1. Preparing documents for parsing
For our primary dataset, the original US Patent Reports documents from the years 18411850 were scanned with optical character recognition and stored as PDF documents.. Since
machine processing requires text format, we used the Python PDFminer module to export the
documents as ASCII text files.
The conversion of PDF documents to text introduces some spelling and encoding artifacts.
First, some characters are encoded as ISO-8859-1 characters which confound the NLTK processing. The second issue arises from working with historical documents. The original documents
had sustained some damage due to age before they were digitally archived. The paper had dark
marks that appear in the scanned digital format and confound the PDF to ASCII converter,
which interprets some stray marks as punctuation, resulting in misspellings (e.g., potato might
become pot;ato due to a mark near the word). Third, the original line breaks are not preserved
during the conversion, resulting in two types of issues. In cases where the line does not correspond to the end of a sentence, word pairs are run together or a hyphen is embedded within
a non-hyphenated word. We built upon Norvig’s Python spelling corrector and used the re
module to remove the poorly encoded characters and repair spelling issues.
2.2. Summarizing the data
The reports in the corrected text file format were then loaded into NLTK for text analysis
and exploration. To explore trends and extract relevant information about potato disease from
the patent reports, we used NLTK to view the concordance, collocation, and text dispersion
plots for a few core search terms, such as ’potato’, ’disease’, and ’rot’. A concordance view shows
every occurrence of a given word, together with some context. A collocation is a sequence of
words that occur together unusually often. A text dispersion plot determines the locations of
a word in the text (how many words from the beginning it appears) and plots a glyph in each
location on a graph.
We also wrote our own custom concordance keyword searcher (KeyTermSearcher), again
using the re module, to extract paragraphs around key terms and tally the counts while omitting
some undesired collocated word pairs, such as ’sweet potatoes’, which are not of interest to our
research. The datasets output from this script is used in the methods described in Section 2.4.
A broader search beyond the patent reports of published literature was done using the Google
Ngram Viewer to find keywords in the collection of Google Books. Google Ngram can search all
books available through Google, dating back to 1800. The program then graphs the frequency
of search terms over a period of specified years. To look for trends in the use of potato disease
related terms over time, we searched 200 years of documents to plot the usage of the terms
’potato disease’, ’potato rot’, and ’late blight’.
2.3. Extending the key term searches
The core idea behind our research is to locate discussions related to potatoes and potato
diseases and find the place names that they reference. So we needed to identify a set of terms
to drive these searches. We are interested in the origin of the pathogen and movement of the
disease, how the farmers managed the onset, and contributing environmental factors such as
weather conditions. Based on literature review of the disease and through inspection of our
preliminary concordance results, we identified six categories with lists of key terms (Table 1).
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Potatoes are referenced generically as ’potato’. but are also referred to by cultivar (e.g.,
chenango, lady finger or blue-nose). Mention of seed or seed sets was also important, as this
indicates in some cases, the origin of the seed tubers. We also identified similar but irrelevant
terms (such as, sweet potatoes) to omit. Potato diseases are variously referred to descriptively
by symptoms (e.g., black spots) or with synonyms for disease (e.g., malady, murrain). The
term, dry rot, is the name for another disease, so this is omitted.

Table 1: Key Search Terms Classifications (deliverable 3 in Table 1).

Disease control methods, transportation and storage of potatoes, and weather also have a
direct relationship with the onset, manifestation, and movement of late blight. Various methods
were used to attempt to control the disease (e.g., sulphuric acid, salt water ). Weather conditions
affected the severity and spread of the disease. Potatoes were transported on waterways and
seeds were imported from various parts of the world. Storage conditions also play a role.
We anticipate that iterative searching and mapping will generate additional terms of interest.
The integration of these many terms will help to build a spatial understanding of where the
disease was present and how it was spreading across the globe.
2.4. Geoparsing and Mapping
The core goal of this work is to extract locational information about the origin spread of the
potato blight. We extract related information, find the geographic references in that text and
then map the results so that users can validate the results and review only the most pertinent
to identify promising leads. To implement this, we use key terms from Table 1 as input to
the KeyTermSearcher process described in Section 2.2. This extracts the terms and about
2000 characters of surrounding text. To find mentions of place names we load these selections
into GazeGIS, which calls CLAVIN geoparser and extracts the place names, their geographic
coordinates, and their position in the text.
We then map the locations in an interactive Google Map linked to a Google Sheet of the
key term passages. The interactive map (deliverable 4 in Table 1) is designed so that users,
OSGeo Journal Volume 17, Issue 1
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Figure 2: Lexical dispersion of key terms in the 1843 and 1844 patent reports.

particularly subject experts, can refine the results. A user can click on marked locations to
view the linked passage. The user can also mark the passage to be accepted (if the information
is valuable and the geographic location is of interest), moved (if the coordinates are incorrect),
archived (if the information is valuable, but the geographic location is not relevant), or removed
(if the information is of no value). Once the results are classified, they can then be used for
spatial analysis (deliverable 5 in Table 1). This spatial analysis is outside the scope of this
paper.

3. Results
3.1. Data summaries
NLTK lexical dispersion plots of 1843 and 1844 patent reports generated showing word
frequency and location in the text indicate disease dynamics (Fig. 2). In 1843, it is evident that
the terms potato and disease occur consistently throughout the text, with no obvious cluster
of terms (Fig. 2, left). However, the dispersion plot from 1844 reveals a dense discussion of
”potato” and ”disease” about halfway through the report around the time when the disease
report first appeared (Fig. 2, right). Also, the term rot begins to be used and is correlated with
the mention of potato and disease. The strong likelihood the authors were talking about late
blight is indicated since the disease is mentioned with the term rot. Since the pathogen had not
been officially named P. infestans or the disease late blight at the time, those terms were not
found.
Other terms that describe the symptoms of disease were used. We performed a keyword
search on an expanded potato disease term list across nine years of patent reports. The results
show a spike in 1844, there was a spike in the usage of the keywords ”blight”, ”malady”,
”murrain”, and ”plague”, with ”blight” being the most frequent and plague used the least (Fig.
3).
We were able to learn more about how farmers were attempting to control the potato disease.
In 1844, we found evidence that farmers were most commonly using lime as a means of control.
One author noted: ”To cleanse these cellars and whitewash them with lime are excellent means
of destroying the germs” (Office 1841-1850). Other control methods included: pounded coal,
salt, and sulphuric acid.
OSGeo Journal Volume 17, Issue 1
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Figure 3: Keyword counts for late blight terms in reports from 1841-1848.

For our large corpus Google Books summary, we conducted an Google Ngram search on
three 2-grams, late blight (red in Fig. 4), potato disease (green in Fig. 4), and potato rot (blue
in Fig. 4). As suspected, the mention of potato disease spiked around 1845 and the mid-1870s.
These time frames were known to be periods when serious P. infestans outbreaks occurred.
The term ”potato rot” began to be used shortly after early outbreaks in the 1840’s. However,
the term ”late blight” began to be used around 1900, which is approximately 60 years after the
Irish Potato Famine. By this time breeding work had led to the development of some cultivars
that delayed onset of disease, thus the ”late blight” as seen with the red line in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Google Ngram Viewer for keywords: ”late blight”, ”potato disease”, ”potato rot”.

3.2. Mapped geoparsing results
Geoparsing was conducted on text extracted from the 1843 to 1848 annual patent reports
with the KeyTermSearcher on the potato terms in the first row of Table 1. The distribution
patterns of place names in these text passages are mapped in Fig. 5. In general, the locations
were distributed mainly in northeastern US and western Europe.
Co-occurrence of potatoes and disease are mapped for the years 1844 and 1845 when the
disease was rampant (Fig. 6). Locations associated with potato and disease terms (italicized in
OSGeo Journal Volume 17, Issue 1
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Figure 5: Place names mentioned near potato terms in the text from 1843-1848 patent reports.

Table 1, rows 1 and 2) are marked with circles and crosses, respectively. In both years we see
an overlap of potato and disease discussions, clustering mainly in the northeast US and Europe.
In 1845 we begin to see the mention of disease in South America, a region hypothesized to be
a source of the disease in the US.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Co-occurrence of potatoes and disease in 1844 (a) and 1845 (b) from maps created from US Patent
Office Reports.

KeyTermSearch and geoparsing results were integrated into an interactive map. The results
are mapped as selectable points that link to the text passages. Key terms in the text passages
(e.g., potatoes) are linked to an HTML page which jumps the that text in the full text to
provide further context for passages of interest. In the screenshot in Fig. 7, a user has selected
a point in Kentucky which was mentioned as a place where potatoes crops were poorer in the
previous year. The user can select to accept this data record (in the drop down menu), since it
contains useful information. So this tool facilitates both data exploration and cleaning.

4. Discussion
NLTK summary techniques were useful for gaining preliminary familiarity with the patent
report data. Concordances and co-locations helped us to refine our key search terms and list of
terms to omit. The lexical dispersions and keyword frequency plots (e.g., Figs. 2-4) revealed
change points in the data.
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Figure 7: Interactive map for exploring text near potato terms.

Geoparsing and mapping text selections from time-series of historic passages combined with
interactive map post-processing is a promising approach for tracking disease origin and spread
patterns. Maps like Fig. 7 maps show regional clustering of potato and disease related terms.
Modifications to the geoparsing tools to add spatially bounded searches could improve the
results (e.g, no state west of the Mississippi allowed). Our key term search can be refined for
the categories that are only of interest when located near a potato term.
The potato blight is one example of many in which context-based spatial searches may
help experts to explore unstructured text and make discoveries. In this way, as we develop
our methodologies, we hope to inform research in other domains. Scripts associated with this
project are available in our github repository https://github.com/lgtateos/potato-text-mining.

5. Conclusions
We presented approaches for mining text documents and extracting geospatial information
related to the historic spread of a crop disease that had severe consequences. These text analytic
tools can provide useful information regarding the location and frequency of late blight in the
19th century. We were able to map the co-occurrence of potatoes and disease terms to identify
locations of overlap. Next steps for extending this work will employ geospatial analytics to locate
hotspot areas of late blight and the routes in which the pathogen traveled between locations.
We plan to extend our text analysis to include contemporary news articles form the time. With
newspapers, we can focus on known locations of interest, such as areas near the shipping ports
in New York and Philadelphia, where the disease was initially introduced.
Our results show that text mining techniques, along with interactive mapping interfaces can
augment expert analysis to support knowledge discovery in historic disease spread. This work
can fill a critical gap in the history of late blight with historically accurate information that
will help researchers worldwide understand the onset and spread of one of the most devastating
plant pathogens. With the massive online news event data being collected in online databases,
near real-time disease tracking and spread prevention may soon be possible with text parsing
and mapping tools.
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